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ABSTRACT: WLANs are become popular due to their 

completely different advantages. Beside of these 

advantages, WLANs also are facing the most important 

drawback of security, therefore that’s why a lot of folks do 

analysis on wireless local area network to boost the safety 

as a result of several firms wish to transfer their smart 

information over wireless local area network. This report 

discusses the safety problems with wireless local area 

network supported IEEE 802.11 normal, such variety of 

networks are brought up as Wi-Fi network. Wireless local 

area network is deployed as associate degree extension of 

already existed wired-LAN. So it's necessary to supply the 

safety of wireless local area network equals to Wired-LAN. 

We tend to worked during a research lab atmosphere so as 

to piece the 3 completely different security solutions (WEP, 

WPA &amp; WPA2 exploitation IEEE 802.1X) on 

infrastructure mode for personnel and enterprise design of 

wireless local area network. for every security resolution we 

tend to used the ‘Backtrack’ as a security cracking tool. so 

as to interrupt the WEP (64 and 128 bit long) security key 

of wireless local area network, build comparison between 

sixty four and 128 bit long WEP key and additionally 

analyzed the various quite attacks and a few problem of 

exploitation WEP security in wireless local area network. 

within the same means piece the WPA and WPA2 (using 

IEEE 802.1X) security resolution in infrastructure mode of 

wireless local area network and used identical security 

cracking tool double back so as to interrupt the safety of 

wireless local area network and analyze the various attacks 

on the network in these design and downsides of 

exploitation WPA and WPA2 security solutions. By 

exploitation IEEE 802.1X and RADIUS server we are able 

to improve the safety of enterprise network. Within the 

finish we tend to escort several conclusions and suggestions 

which will facilitate so as to supply higher security whereas 

deploying Wireless local area network. 

Keywords: WLAN, WEP, WAP, Ad Hoc Network, Security, 

Attacks, etc. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

Now days WLANs area unit more and more famous 

attributable to their reduced value of parts, simple to deploy 

at anytime and anyplace within the world. finish purchasers 

area unit in an exceedingly position to send big files through 

the communication medium that's air and liberated to move 

within the boundary of wireless local area network, ready to 

access the web and big information measure activities while 

not the necessity of any cable or property with a switch or a 
hub. Beside all of those advantages WLANs face the matter  

 

of security as a result of several firms area unit transferring 

their wise knowledge across the WLANs. thus numerous 

individuals do analysis on the wireless local area network 
security. WLANs area unit created for a wise transfer of 

knowledge. at first the aim of making wireless local area 

network as associate degree addition for the already put in 

wired LAN. During the history of the WLANs it faces solely 

single downside that's of Security. Still heap of analysis goes 

thereon the way to improve the safety so as to create the 

network safer and reliable then the Wired LAN. The breach 

within the security of wireless local area network can 

mechanically hurt the wired LAN as a result once RFs 

started acquiring the air than there's an opportunity of hazard 

of special attacks that we are going to discuss in next 
chapters. Our main goal of the study is to create our network 

more secure and reliable. There area unit 5 basic predefined 

goals for WLANs and there area unit completely different 

security solutions out there which can facilitate to supply the 

5 basic goals. we tend to area unit getting to analyze that 

security resolution is totally providing the goals. once any 

security resolution is prepared to supply the higher than five 

goals, security is mechanically achieved for the WLANs. 

{we will|we'll|we area unit going to} additionally analyze 

that what number completely different attacks are potential 

and the way to mitigate them likewise represented additional. 

We area unit getting to put together the various security 
resolution like WEP, WPA and WPA2 in an exceedingly 

research lab surroundings.  

From the two labs we tend to area unit getting to analyzed 

that security resolution is best amongst beat order to supply 

the higher security and which sort of general attacks area unit 

potential and the way to mitigate all of them with their 

solutions in next chapters. 

 

1.2 WLAN Basics 

The WLAN could be a wireless technology regarding that 

terribly restricted variety of individuals is aware of within 
the previous couple of years. It grew chop-chop in an 

exceedingly tiny amount of your time a bit like a mobile 

communication and net technology. This development is 

simply owing to the WLANs, which give low value, 

flexibility, measurability and simple development. 

nevertheless this technology additionally brings heap of great 

problems like security, calibre of service. 

 

1.3 Types of WLAN 

WLAN operates in 2 modes, that are given below. 

• Ad Hoc Mode. 

• Infrastructure Mode. 
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1.3.1 Ad Hoc Mode 

Ad hoc mode is additionally called peer to peer or IBSS 

(Independent Basic Service Set). it's a kind of local area 

network within which the network is formed solely by the 
wireless devices while not the necessity of any centralized 

controller or AP. during this design the wireless network is 

relatively simple to form and every and each device will 

communicate with one another instrumentality within the 

network with facilitate of NICs. this kind of network is 

extremely helpful for little organization wherever computers 

aren't interested to examine the data of alternative computers. 

In accidental mode there's no would like of Access purpose 

as a result of all of the digital computer and computers are 

connected with a wireless NIC card which may communicate 

with one and alternative via Radio waves. The accidental 

mode is appropriate for chop-chop fixing a wireless network 
in an exceedingly building conference centre, meeting space 

or anywhere else wherever enough wired infrastructure mode 

doesn't exist. 

 
Figure 1.1: Adhoc Mode design 

1.3.2 Infrastructure Mode 

The purpose of victimisation the infrastructure design in 

WLAN is to expand the wired network by victimisation the 

wireless instrumentality i.e. base station additionally called 

access point (AP). AP is perform as a bridge between 

wireless and wired network and additionally performs sort of 

a centralized controller in an exceedingly wireless network 

for all wireless shoppers. The AP is answerable for manage 

the transmission andreception of many wireless equipments 

at intervals a restricted boundary of the network. totally 
different vendor’s product will support the various ranges 

and variety of wireless instrumentality based mostly onthe 

wireless normal. Network administrator will use the many 

APs within the infrastructure modein order to extend the 

scale of the network. This project relates with the 

infrastructure mode, all the work wiped out this design.  

 
Figure 1.2: Infrastructure Mode Architecture 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Martin Beck and Erik Tews (8 November 2008) described 

two attacks on IEEE 802.11 based wireless LANs. The first 

attack is an improved key recovery attack on WEP, which 
reduces the average number of packets an attacker has to 

intercept to recover the secret key. The second attack is 

(according to our knowledge) the first practical attack on 

WPA secured wireless networks, besides launching a 

dictionary attack when a weak pre shared key (PSK) is used. 

The attack works if the network is using TKIP to encrypt the 

traffic. An attacker, who has about 12-15 minutes access to 

the network is then able to decrypt an ARP request or 

response and send 7 packets with custom content to network. 

They finally concluded that the TKIP protocol used by WPA 

is not much different from WEP, so that attacks on WEP can 

affect the security of networks using TKIP, as seen in the 
paper. Even WPA with a strong password is not 100% secure 

and can be attacked in a real world scenario. Although this 

attack is not a complete key recovery attack, they have 

suggested that vendors should implement Counter measures 

against this attack. Because the problem can be fixed in a 

high level part of the protocol. 

Frank H. Katz (July 2010) investigated the differences 

between WPA and WPA2, the vulnerabilities and limitations 

of each, the reasons why WPA2 is considered to be a more 

robust and secure standard than WPA.Significant 

weaknesses in the Wired Equivalency Protocol (WEP) led to 
the creation of the Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA) Wired 

Local Area Network (WLAN) security protocol and the 

amendment to that protocol, WPA2. Recent work by Eric 

Tews of the Technical University of Darmstadt and fellow 

German security researcher Martin Beck indicate that WPA 

can be cracked in 15 minutes. Their work tends to confirm 

that it was necessary to replace WPA with WPA2.  

They finally concluded that WPA encryption protocol can be 

cracked due to vulnerabilities in the TKIP encryption 

algorithm. After analyzing the WPA and WPA2 wireless 

encryption protocols and enumerating their differences, it is 
clear that the Advanced Encryption Standard, which is an 

integral component of the WPA2 protocol, is a significant 

improvement over WPA’sTKIP. Current technology is 

adequate to ensure that organizations can implement WPA2, 

and organizations that useWPA should consider 

implementing WPA2. 

S.Chandramathi, K.V. Arunkumar, S.Deivarayan and 

P.Sendhilkumar (April 2006) explained that a wireless local 

area network (WLAN) is a flexible data communication 

system implemented as an extension to or as an alternative 

for a wired local area network (LAN). The 802.11 standard 

defines the Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) protocol and 
encapsulation of data frames for the purpose of security of 

the wireless LAN systems. It is intended to provide data 

privacy to the level of a wired network. WEP suffered threat 

of attacks from hackers owing to certain security 

shortcomings in the WEP protocol. Despite its short comings 

one cannot undermine the importance of WEP as it still 

remains the most widely used system.WEP suffers security 

pitfalls due to weak key management of the shared secret key 
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and initialization vector (IV) repetitions. To overcome these 

problems, the existing WEP protocol is modified in this 

project to enhance the security of WLAN systems by 

dynamically changing the WEP key based on the network 
traffic intensity and updating it frequently based on the 

number of frames transmitted by using fuzzy logic which 

ensures message privacy as the encryption is not breached. 

Maocai Wang, Guangming Dai, Hanping Hu and Lei Pen 

(2008) analyzed the security of IEEE 802.11. Based on the 

discussion of IEEE 802.11 security requirement, the three 

security technologies—SSID (Service Set Identifier), 

MAC(Media Access Control), WEP(Wired Equivalent 

Privacy) in WLAN standard IEEE802.11 are introduced, 

especially the encrypting algorithm and the integrity check 

algorithm in WEP. The security flaws caused by RC4 

algorithm, key management, initialization vector Space, CRC 
algorithm and authentication mechanism in WEP are 

analyzed mainly in this paper. At the end of the paper, some 

advices and strategies to these flaws are given. 

Olli Vihervuori (27 April 2009)evaluates wireless local area 

network security standards WEP, WPA and WPA2 with an 

emphasis on recent research findings concerning new attack 

methods and proposed improvements to counter those 

attacks. This paper concludes that WEP must be considered 

totally insecure because the best implemented attack 

techniques are fast and widely available. WPA is much safer 

but increasing number of attacks exploiting its vulner 
abilities exists. Thus far, a partial break of the algorithm has 

been successful but only in specific conditions. The newest 

security standard, WPA2, is generally secure enough in 

practice, because there are no publicly known attacks 

threatening data confidentiality and integrity. The standard 

may still need some minor changes because several denial-

of-service attacks against it have been devised. This paper 

also discusses Wi-Fi Protected Setup which is the newest 

wireless LAN related security standard by Wi-Fi Alliance. It 

turns out to be helpful to the users, but it brings along some 

difficult to exploit but very serious security issues. 
Jin-Shyan Lee, Yu-Wei Su, and Chung-Chou Shen (5 

November 2007) have given a comparative study of the 

different wireless protocols. Bluetooth, ultra-wideband 

(UWB, over IEEE 802.15.3), ZigBee (over IEEE 802.15.4), 

and Wi-Fi (over IEEE 802.11) are four protocol standards for 

short range wireless communications with low power 

consumption. From an application point of view, Bluetooth is 

intended for a cordless mouse, keyboard, and hands-free 

headset, UWB is oriented to high-bandwidth multimedia 

links, ZigBee is designed for reliable wirelessly networked 

monitoring and control networks, while Wi-Fi is directed at 

computer-to-computer connections as an extension or 
substitution of cabled networks. In this paper, we provide a 

study of these popular wireless communication standards, 

evaluating their main features and behaviors in terms of 

various metrics, including the transmission time, data coding 

efficiency, complexity, and power consumption. It is 

believed that the comparison presented in this paper would 

benefit application engineers in selecting an appropriate 

protocol. 

III. CONCEPT AND THEORY PROBLEM 

3.1 The WLAN Security Problem  

Problems that WLAN Security is facing as a result of the 

quantifiability, simple &amp; giant readying of the network 
and these characteristics starts a various variety of issues that 

require some solutions. If someone compromise the 

protection then network is useless. each AP out there within 

the network is information processing based; want some 

management, oversight and management. This action 

produces the additional load, creates problem for the wireless 

technologies throughout the implementation this can be as a 

result of each AP has identical configuration this similarity 

between the APs can tend to some misconfiguration and 

inappropriate action of the WLAN and a giant headache to 

distribute &amp; maintain quick configuration for all APs 

out there within the WLAN. It’s terribly onerous to supply 
the physical security to every AP within the network as a 

result of there location is usually outside from a server space 

or bolted space. The taken of that AP with its secrets, 

interloper will build use of these secret resources. to mend 

the on top of aforementioned issues, completely different 

vendors started work along so as to supply the answer by 

combination the various network change techniques, 

centralized, management and share wireless access in a very 

new style. therefore mixed answer provides a profit and 

friendly interface among the AP and a controller to mend all 

the issues appears undesirable.  
 

By use of ACs the threat of taken information processing is 

totally solved . the various WLANs victimization the devices 

for the management network access so as to supply packet 

delivery among the host to host for the various WLAN that 

additionally accumulated responsibleness. so as to supply the 

higher security to the WLAN, the APs area unit put in at 

anywhere wherever there's a less physical security out there, 

thus CAPWAP style will decrease the importance of taken 

AP. Let suppose all the high price secrets of AP area unit 

saved within the AC just like the RADIUS shared secrets, 
when the taken of AP won't turn out any threat for the 

network. therefore AC may be a device which will be place 

at a foothold wherever there's a physical security out there. 

 

3.2 Security demand of WLAN 

To provide the protection to WLAN, It needs 5 main security 

necessities to be achieved that area unit knowledge integrity, 

confidentiality, authentication, access management &amp; 

Non repudiation [5 –9].This section explains the aim of 

every security demand in terms of the protection threats, 

suggests that that security demand is employed to defend that 

security threat [5-9]. generally security threats area unit 
Eavesdropping and traffic analysis, Masquerade, 

Authorization violation, DoS &amp; Modification of forgery 

of knowledge [5-9]. therefore the below table best describes 

the aim of every security demand, suggests that that security 

demand is employed to mitigate that threat so as to supply 

the higher security to the wireless network. 
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Table 3.1: Security Goals w.r.t. Security Threats 

 

Each security answer (WEP, WPA and WPA2) has got to 

offer the on top of 5 security demand to form a secure 

WLAN. so to stay removed from the various attacks in little 

or larger WLAN, the network administrator should use the 

particular security mechanism within the WLAN so as to 

form the network a lot of and a lot of consistent and 

ascendable. presently wireless web is growing terribly quick; 

as a result there's an excellent have to be compelled to build 
communication safer else this fast speed of knowledge flow 

becomes useless for everyone. 

 

3.3 Attacks on WLAN 

Currently WLAN faces many security threats and attacks 

because of its nature as a result of the data is broadcast into 

the air through that one will break the protection of WLANs 

having very little understandings regarding the network. 

Different types of attacks and threats are classified in to 2 

main components. These kind of attacks are thought of to be 

general in context for each WLANs and can delineate more 
thoroughly with their problem and solutions. 

 Logical Attacks 

 Physical Attacks 

 

IV. PRESENT WORK 

4.1 Working Methodology 

There area unit totally different forms of security attacks in 

local area network network which may hurt the network and 

may exploit it. This report explains the various general 

attacks with their mitigation techniques and a few special 

attack son security solutions. in the main there area unit 2 

general forms of attacks, physical and logical attacks. Here 
area unit few attacks in local area network and additionally 

there solutions the way to secure from those attacks. 

• Logical Attacks with their mitigation techniques (Spoofing 

of raincoat address, Denial of Service Attack, Man within the 

Middle Attack., Default Access purpose Configuration, 

intelligence operation Attacks, spoken language Sniffing, and 

Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol Attack). 

• Physical Attacks with their mitigation techniques (Rogue 

Access Points, Physical placement of Access Points, Access 

Points Coverage, and Spam Attack). 

So first build straightforward Wireless native space Network 
(WLAN) in AN infrastructure mode by exploitation 

obtainable equipments. at first no security to network 

suggests that network is totally liable to attacks suggests that 

network is open for the unwelcome person to access the 

knowledge terribly simply. sensible work is split into 3 

experimental labs.  

(1) For the first research laboratory, designed a local area 

network in infrastructure mode by exploitation all the 

obtainable equipments. to supply initial security to the local 

area network assemble the WEP security answer from each 

AP and shopper perspective within the research laboratory 

surroundings though this WEP is relatively sensible instead 
of local area network having while not security. once 

implementing WEP security, use the cracking tool 

backtrack5 so as to interrupt the WEP (64 and 128 bit) long 

security key and conclude that however WEP secret's 

straightforward to interrupt forWLAN and analyze that 

however WEP security is unreliable for secured network. 

(2) For the 2d research laboratory use identical local area 

network infrastructure network and assemble the WPA and 

check out to interrupt the WPA coding key by wordbook 

attacks exploitation identical cracking computer code 

backtrack5 and analyze what proportion reliable this security 

answer with relevancy WEP and conclude that one is a lot of 
higher. 

(3) For the third research laboratory additionally we tend to 

use identical local area network infrastructure network, 

however now we tend to assemble the WPA2 and check out 

to interrupt the WPA coding key by wordbook attacks 

exploitation identical cracking computer code backtrack5 

and analyze what proportion reliable this security answer 

with relevancy WEP &amp; WPA and at last conclude that 

one is that the best among all the 3 protocols. 

 

4.2 Required Tools 
In WLAN configuration many different types of tools are 

uses according to the requirements, in this project following 

tools are used to fulfill the task. 

 A Wireless Router 

 Minimum two Laptops with Compatible WLAN cards 

 The BACKTRACK-5 Operating System 

 A Flash Drive (pen drive) for booting the OS directly. 

Word List – Searched via torrents. 
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